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Second Adam Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Outreach ed.. Language: Swahili .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. An economy Swahili language New Testament
designed for evangelism outreach in East Africa. Light-weight and paperback, this bible is perfect
for church missions to reach people who are not able to afford a New Testament or have reliable
access to online or electronic resources. This edition is constructed from the trustworthy and easy to
read Kimvita 1914 version. It is also complete with a gospel presentation, maps with Swahili helps,
and some illustrations. In the region of East Africa which covers countries such as Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Rwanda and others, there are approximately 150 million who speak and read Swahili[1].
While many in these regions are multilingual, meaning people speak English, Swahili, and a mother
tongue, in written form, reading comprehension of Swahili exceeds English.[2] Swahili Bible
translations do exist, mostly as digital or downloadable e-books. However, this option is not viable in
areas with low smartphone us (many e-books are not downloadable on the majority of phones in
use in these regions), even if there is internet availability. Print options can be rather expensive. A
missionary heading to Kenya...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Ja r od B a r toletti
It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Ha iley Ja st Jr .
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